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ABSTRACT
Context. The mid- and far-infrared view on high-mass star formation, in particular with the results from the Herschel space observa-
tory, has shed light on many aspects of massive star formation. However, these continuum studies lack kinematic information.
Aims. We study the kinematics of the molecular gas in high-mass star-forming regions.
Methods. We complemented the PACS and SPIRE far-infrared data of 16 high-mass star-forming regions from the Herschel key
project EPoS with N2H+ molecular line data from the MOPRA and Nobeyama 45 m telescope. Using the full N2H+ hyperfine struc-
ture, we produced column density, velocity, and linewidth maps. These were correlated with PACS 70 μm images and PACS point
sources. In addition, we searched for velocity gradients.
Results. For several regions, the data suggest that the linewidth on the scale of clumps is dominated by outflows or unresolved ve-
locity gradients. IRDC 18454 and G11.11 show two velocity components along several lines of sight. We find that all regions with a
diameter larger than 1 pc show either velocity gradients or fragment into independent structures with distinct velocities. The velocity
profiles of three regions with a smooth gradient are consistent with gas flows along the filament, suggesting accretion flows onto the
densest regions.
Conclusions. We show that the kinematics of several regions have a significant and complex velocity structure. For three filaments,
we suggest that gas flows toward the more massive clumps are present.
Key words. stars: formation – stars: kinematics and dynamics – ISM: kinematics and dynamics
1. Introduction
Despite their rarity, high-mass stars are important for all fields
of astronomy. Within the Milky Way they shape and regulate the
formation of clusters, influence the chemistry of the interstellar
medium, and may even have aﬀected the formation of the so-
lar system (Gritschneder et al. 2012). On larger scales, emission
from high-mass stars dominates the emission detected from ex-
ternal galaxies. In addition, massive stars are the origin of heavy
elements on all scales. Nevertheless, high-mass star formation
is far from being understood (Beuther et al. 2007; Zinnecker &
Yorke 2007).
Sensitive infrared (IR) and (sub-) mm Galactic plane sur-
veys together with results from the Herschel1 space observa-
tory (Pilbratt et al. 2010) have shed new light on the cradles
of massive stars/clusters and their early formation. Perault et al.
(1996) and Egan et al. (1998) discovered extinction patches in
the bright mid-IR (MIR) background using the ISO (Kessler
et al. 1996) and MSX (Egan et al. 2003) satellites. These ex-
tinction patches are similar to the dark patches reported by
 Table 3 and Appendix A are available in electronic form at
http://www.aanda.org
1 Herschel is an ESA space observatory with science instruments pro-
vided by European-led Principal Investigator consortia and with impor-
tant participation from NASA.
Barnard (1919), which are today known to be connected to
low-mass star formation. Soon after this, Carey et al. (1998)
established that the so-called infrared dark clouds (IRDCs)
are the precursors of high-mass star formation. Today, the
Spitzer observatory Galactic plane surveys GLIMPSE at 3.6μm,
4.5 μm, 5.8μm, and 8 μm (Benjamin et al. 2003) and MIPSGAL
at 24 μm (Carey et al. 2009) allow the systematic search for
IRDCs with unprecedented sensitivity (e.g. Peretto & Fuller
2009).
While Spitzer improved our MIR view of the Galaxy, the
Herschel satellite allows observations of the far-IR (FIR). With
the PACS (Poglitsch et al. 2010) and SPIRE (Griﬃn et al. 2010)
photometer, high sensitivity and spatial resolution observations
between 70 μm and 500μm are possible. From correlating data
at MIR through submillimeter and millimeter wavelengths, the
picture emerged that most star-forming regions are filamentary
(André et al. 2010; Men’shchikov et al. 2010; Molinari et al.
2010; Schneider et al. 2010; Hill et al. 2011; Hennemann et al.
2012; Peretto et al. 2012).
In numerical studies, the formation of dense cores and
clumps is explained by two scenarios. On the one hand, molecu-
lar clouds fragment in a self-similar cascade down to the typical
size of dense, quasi-static cores supported by turbulence. These
will then form single or multiple gravitationally bound objects
(McKee & Tan 2003; Zinnecker & Yorke 2007). On the other
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Table 1. Observed IRDCs.
Source RA(J2000) Dec(J2000) Gal. longitude Gal. latitude Distance Beam Minimum Minimum
size N2H+ N2H+
detection detection 0.4 km s−1
name [hh mm ss.s] [dd:mm:ss] [◦] [◦] [kpc] [pc] × 1012 cm−2 × 1012 cm−2
Observed with Nobeyama 45m
IRDC 18223 18 25 10.7 −12 45 12 18.613 −0.081 3.5 0.3 0.8
IRDC 18310 18 33 44.7 −08 22 36 23.467 0.085 4.9 0.4 3.9
IRDC 18385 18 41 17.1 −05 09 15 27.189 −0.098 3.1 0.3 1.2
IRDC 18454 18 47 58.1 −01 54 41 30.835 −0.100 5.3 0.5 4.1
ISOSS J20153 20 15 21.4 +34 53 52 72.953 −0.027 1.2 0.1 8.1
IRDC 13.90 18 17 26.1 −17 05 26 13.906 −0.473 2.6 0.2 1.4
Observed with Mopra
IRDC 18102 18 13 12.2 −17 59 34 12.632 −0.016 2.6 0.6 5.7 3.3
IRDC 18151 18 17 55.3 −12 07 29 18.335 1.778 2.7 0.6 3.9 2.8
IRDC 18182 18 21 12.2 −14 32 46 16.577 −0.069 3.4 0.7 3.2 2.2
IRDC 18306 18 33 29.9 −08 32 07 23.298 0.066 3.6 0.8 1.5 1.6
IRDC 18308 18 33 33.1 −08 37 46 23.220 0.011 4.4 1.0 2.9 2.1
IRDC 18337 18 36 29.6 −07 40 33 24.402 −0.197 3.7 0.8 1.8 1.1
IRDC 19.30 18 25 58.1 −12 05 09 19.293 0.060 2.4 0.5 7.6 1.3
IRDC 11.11 18 10 20.0 −19 25 05 11.056 −0.107 3.4 0.7 2.4 1.6
IRDC 15.05 18 17 40.4 −15 49 12 15.052 0.080 3.0 0.7 3.4 1.4
IRDC 28.34 18 42 48.1 −04 01 51 28.361 0.080 4.5 1.0 4.5 3.2
IRDC 48.66 19 21 40.7 +13 50 32 48.666 −0.263 2.6 0.6 2.3 0.8
Notes. Position Cols. (2−5) give the center coordinate of the maps. The actual areas that were mapped are displayed in Fig. 1 through Fig. 4.
The distances are adopted from (Ragan et al. 2012a) with references therein. The detected N2H+ minimum is the minimum plotted in Figs. 1
through 4. For sources observed with MOPRA we also give the improved minimum detection when smoothing the spectra to a velocity resolution
of 0.4 km s−1. Also observed with the NRO 45m telescope, but not detected, were IRDC20081, ISOSSJ19357, ISOSSJ19557, and ISOSSJ20093.
hand, in the dynamical theory molecular clouds are formed from
large-scale flows of atomic gas as transient objects (Mac Low &
Klessen 2004; Klessen et al. 2005; Heitsch & Hartmann 2008;
Clark et al. 2012). Within these transient structures, supersonic
turbulence compresses some fraction of the gas to filaments,
clumps, and dense cores. If gravity dominates, the cores col-
lapse. In contrast to the quasi-static cores, these cores constantly
grow in mass. When, by chance, some cores accrete mass faster
than others due to their higher initial gravitational potential, this
is called competitive accretion (Bonnell et al. 2004). Also dy-
namical, but of reversed reasoning, in the fragmentation-induced
starvation scenario by Peters et al. (2010), individual massive
dense cores build from the large-scale flows, and an accompa-
nying cluster of smaller cores drag away material from the main
core and diminish its mass accretion.
The Earliest Phases of Star formation (EPoS, PI O. Krause)
is a guaranteed time Herschel key program for investigating
14 low-mass and 45 high-mass star-forming regions. The low-
mass observations have been summarized in Launhardt et al.
(2013), and the high-mass part has been described in Ragan et al.
(2012a). The high-mass part of the project provides an excellent
target list for studying the kinematics in star-forming regions.
This is the ultimate goal of this paper, using N2H+ molecular
line data.
2. Observations and analysis
2.1. EPoS − A Herschel key project
All 45 high-mass EPoS sources were observed with the Herschel
satellite (Pilbratt et al. 2010) at 70 μm, 100μm, 160 μm, 250 μm,
350μm, and 500μm with a spatial resolution of 5.6′′, 6.8′′,
11.3′′, 18.1′′, 25.2′′, and 36.6′′, respectively (Poglitsch et al.
2010; Griﬃn et al. 2010). The observations were performed
in two orthogonal directions and the data reduction has been
performed using HIPE (Ott 2010) and scanamorphos (Roussel
2013). A more detailed description of the data reduction is given
in Ragan et al. (2012a).
Out of the 45 Herschel EPoS high-mass sources we selected
a subsample of 17 regions given in Table 1 that cover each im-
portant evolutionary stage: promising high-mass starless core
candidates, IRDCs with weak MIR and FIR sources, indicative
of early ongoing star formation activity, and known high-mass
protostellar objects (HMPOs).
The protostellar core population was previously character-
ized in Ragan et al. (2012a) using Herschel photometry, supple-
mented by Spitzer, IRAS, and MSX data. By modeling the spec-
tral energy distributions (SEDs), the authors fit the temperature,
luminosity, and mass of each protostellar core in the sample.
2.2. Nobeyama 45 m observations
Between April 7 and 12 2010 the BEam Array Receiver
System (BEARS, Sunada et al. 2000) on the Nobeyama Radio
Observatory (NRO2) 45 m telescope was used to map six of the
regions in N2H+; the details are given in Table 1. At a frequency
of the N2H+ (1−0) transition of 93.173 GHz, the spatial resolu-
tion of the NRO 45 m telescope is 18′′ (HPBW) and the observ-
ing mode with a bandwidth of 32 MHz has a frequency resolu-
tion of 62.5 kHz, or 0.2 km s−1. All observations were performed
using on-the-fly (OTF) mapping in varying weather conditions,
with an average system temperature of 280 K and high pre-
cipitable water vapors between 3 mm and 9 mm. The pointing
was made using the single-pixel receiver S40 tuned to SiO. As
2 Nobeyama Radio Observatory is a branch of the National
Astronomical Observatory of Japan, National Institutes of Natural
Sciences.
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Table 2. Summary of the diﬀerent dust data and the corresponding properties.
Dust data Wavelength Beam FWHM rms noise κdust Lowest contour Column density threshold
[μm] [′′] [mJy beam−1] [cm2 g−1] [mJy beam−1] [cm−2]
ATLASGAL/APEX 870 19.2 50 1.42 310 1× 1022
MAMBO/IRAM 30 m 1200 10.5 17 0.79 60 2× 1022
SCUBA/JCMT 850 14.0 14 1.48 176 1× 1022
Notes. The column densities were calculated under the assumptions given in Sect. 2.6 for 20 K. The last column is the column density correspond-
ing to the lowest emission contour used within CLUMPFIND.
pointing sources we used the SiO masers of the late-type stars
V468 Cyg, IRC+00363, and R Aql. Although the wind condi-
tions contributed to the pointing uncertainties, the pointing is
better than a third of the beam.
For the data reduction we used NOSTAR (Sawada et al.
2008), a software package provided by the NRO for OTF data.
The data were sampled to a spatial grid of 7.5′′ and smoothed
to a spectral resolution of 0.5 km s−1. To account for the dif-
ferent eﬃciencies of the 25 receivers in the BEARS array we
corrected each pixel to the eﬃciency of the S100 receiver, using
individual correction factors and a beam eﬃciency of η = 0.46 to
calculate main-beam temperatures. The noisy edges due to less
coverage were removed within NOSTAR by suppressing pixels
in the final maps with an rms noise above 0.15 K. The resulting
antenna temperature maps have an average rms noise between
0.12 K and 0.13 K per beam.
2.3. MOPRA observations
The 11 sources, listed in Table 1 were mapped with the 22 m
MOPRA radio telescope, operated by the Australia Telescope
National Facility (ATNF) in OTF mode. The observations were
carried out in 2010, June 1 to 5 and 25 to 27, as well as July 7
through 9. High precipitable water vapors during the observa-
tions result in system temperatures mostly of between 200 K
and 300 K. Observations with system temperatures higher than
500 K were ignored during the data reduction.
We employed 13 of the MOPRA spectrometer (MOPS)
zoom bands, each of 138 MHz width and 4096 channels, re-
sulting in a velocity resolution of 0.11 km s−1 at 90 GHz. The
spectral setup covered transitions of CH3CCH, H13CN, H13CO+,
SiO, C2H, HNCO, HCN, HCO+, HNC, HCCCN, CH3CN, 13CS,
and N2H+ in the 90 GHz regime (for details on the transitions
and their excitation conditions see Vasyunina et al. 2011). At
this wavelength, the MOPRA beam FWHM is 35.5′′ and the
beam eﬃciency is assumed to be constant over the frequency
range with η = 0.49 (Ladd et al. 2005). The data were reduced
using LIVEDATA and GRIDZILLA, an mapping analysis pack-
age provided by the ATNF. To improve the signal-to-noise ra-
tio we spatially smoothed the data to a beam FWHM of 46′′
within (and as suggested by) gridzilla. The final maps were
smoothed to a spectral resolution of 0.21 km s−1−0.23 km s−1
(depending on the transition frequency). Spectra with an rms
noise above 0.12 K have been removed; this aﬀected pixels at the
edges. The resulting average rms noise of the individual maps is
then below 0.09 K/beam.
The observed regions of interest are dense but still cold.
Therefore, with the achieved sensitivity at the given spa-
tial resolution we did not detect the more complex or low-
abundance molecules. For example, although SiO (2−1) has
been detected toward several positions we mapped (Sridharan
et al. 2002; Sakai et al. 2010), the strongest SiO emitter found
by Linz et al. (in prep., G28.34-2) is at our noise level and
therefore not detected. Commonly detected and reasonably well
mapped are HCN (1−0), HNC (1−0), HCO+ (1−0), H13CO+
(1−0), and N2H+ (1−0). As we discuss in Sect. 2.5, we con-
centrate on N2H+, a well-known cold dense gas tracer.
2.4. Dust continuum
To trace the total cold gas we used the cold dust emission as
a tracer of the molecular gas. Because most of the selected
sources lie within the Galactic plane, the APEX 870μm survey
ATLASGAL (Schuller et al. 2009; Contreras et al. 2013) cov-
ers all but two sources. Its beam size is 19.2′′ and its average
rms noise is 50 mJy/beam. IRDC 18151 with a Galactic latitude
of ∼1.7◦ is not covered by ATLASGAL. We used IRAM 30 m
MAMBO data instead (Beuther et al. 2002b). At a wavelength
of 1.2 mm, the beam width is 10.5′′, and the rms noise in the
dust map is 17 mJy/beam. In addition, ISOSS J20153 is outside
the coverage of ATLASGAL. Here we used 850μm data from
the SCUBA camera at the JCMT3 (Hennemann et al. 2008). The
beam width is 14′′ and the rms noise 14 mJy/beam. A summary
of the properties of the submm data is given in Table 2.
2.5. N2H+ hyperfine fitting
Our molecular line study focuses on the N2H+ J = 1−0 line
as dense molecular gas tracer. Using the Einstein A and colli-
son coeﬃcient for a temperature of 20 K (Schöier et al. 2005),
its critical density is 1.6× 105 cm−3, and its hyperfine structure
allows one to reliably measure its optical depth and thus the dis-
tribution over a wide range of densities. In addition, the velocity
and linewidth can be measured without being aﬀected by op-
tical depth eﬀects. Finally, it is detected toward both low- and
high-mass star-forming regions of various evolutionary stages
(Schlingman et al. 2011). Therefore, it is well-suited for studies
of young high-mass star-forming regions.
To extract the N2H+ line parameters, we fit a N2H+ hyperfine
structure to each pixel using class from the GILDAS4 package.
For every spectrum we calculated the rms and the peak inten-
sity of the brightest component derived from the fit parameters.
When the peak was higher than three times the rms value, the
fit parameters peak velocity and the linewidth together with an
integrated intensity were stored to a parameter map. Otherwise,
the pixel was left blank. The low detection threshold of 3σ is
justified for two reasons. (1) For only a very limited number of
pixels that fulfill the 3σ criterion, the fitted linewidth is twice the
3 The James Clerk Maxwell Telescope is operated by the Joint
Astronomy Centre on behalf of the Particle Physics and Astronomy
Research Council of the United Kingdom, the Netherlands Association
for Scientific Research, and the National Research Council of Canada.
4 http://www.iram.fr/IRAMFR/GILDAS
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channel width or smaller. Therefore, introducing an additional
check on the integrated intensity, such as a 5σ, does not improve
the fit reliability. (2) The resulting parameter maps only show a
smooth transition in each parameter relative to the neighboring
pixels. For the same pixels, smoothing over a larger area would
increase the signal-to-noise ratio but would worsen the resolu-
tion. Therefore, the small-scale structure would be lost. For our
purposes, fitting the hyperfine structure even in low signal-to-
noise ratio maps provides reliable results.
From the integrated intensity (
∫
Tmb), determined as the sum
over channels times the channel width, and the fitted optical
depth τ, we calculated the column densities of N2H+. We used
the formula from Tielens (2005),
NJ = 1.94 × 103
ν2
∫
Tmb
Au
× τ
1 − eτ (for J + 1 to J) (1)
Ntot =
Q
gu
× NJ × eEu/kTex , (2)
where NJ is the number of molecules in the Jth level, and Ntot
the total number of molecules. Au is the Einstein A coeﬃcient of
the upper level, Eu/k is the excitation energy of the upper level
in K, both adopted from Schöier et al. (2005) and Vasyunina
et al. (2011); Q is the partition function of the given level, taken
from the Cologne Database for Molecular Spectroscopy (Müller
et al. 2005), and gu is the degeneracy of the energy level.
The rms of our observations limits the detection of signal, but
the N2H+ column density also depends on the measured opac-
ity and assumed temperature. As we discuss in Sect. 3.1, we
used a constant gas temperature of 20 K. Varying the temperature
by up to 5 K, the calculated column densities vary by less than
25%. Taking the error on the integrated intensity and the parti-
tion function into account as well, we assumed the error on the
column density to be on the order of 50%. With the given rms to-
ward the edge of the MOPRA data, our theoretical 5σ N2H+ de-
tection limit in the optically thin case is given by 1.5× 1012 cm−2
for the velocity resolution of 0.2 km s−1. Since most sources
have considerable optical depth, the lowest measured N2H+ col-
umn density is higher. The lowest calculated values are given in
Table 1. Similarly, for the Nobeyama 45 m data the 5σ detection
limit is 2.1× 1012 cm−2. Since some central regions for instance
of IRDC 18223 have a much lower rms of only 0.05 K instead
of 0.12 K, here the lowest calculated values are even lower.
The uncertainties on the fit parameters velocity and linewidth
are mainly constrained by the signal-to-noise ratio and the line
shape. Since even the broadest velocity resolution within our
sample of 0.5 km s−1 resolves the lines, the uncertainties on the
linewidth are similar for all data. Spectra with a signal-to-noise
ratio better than 7σ and Gaussian-shaped line profiles have typ-
ical linewidth uncertainties of below 5%, while non-Gaussian
line profiles and low signal-to-noise ratios may lead to uncer-
tainties of up to 20%. Instead, the recovery of the peak velocity
shows an additional slight velocity resolution dependency. Still,
both line shape and signal-to-noise ratio dominate, and down to
a peak line strength of 3σ, the uncertainties on the velocity are
below 0.2 km s−1.
2.6. Identification of dust peaks
To set the molecular line data in context to its environment
we used the dust continuum to obtain gas column densi-
ties and masses. For the calculation of column densities from
fluxes we used
Ngas =
RFλ
Bλ(λ, T )μmHκΩ , (3)
with the gas-to-dust mass ratio R = 100, Fλ the flux at the given
wavelength, Bλ(λ, T ) the blackbody radiation as a function of
wavelength and temperature, μ the mean molecular weight of
the ISM of 2.8, mH the mass of a hydrogen atom, and the beam
size Ω. Assuming typical beam-averaged volume densities in
the dense gas of 105 cm−3 and dust grains with thin ice man-
tles, we interpolated the dust mass absorption coeﬃcient from
Ossenkopf & Henning (1994) to the desired wavelength. The
corresponding dust opacities for the diﬀerent wavelengths are
listed in Table 2.
The gas and dust temperatures should be coupled at den-
sities typical for dense clump (>105 cm−3, Goldsmith 2001),
and have been measured to be between 15 K and 20 K
(Sridharan et al. 2005; Pillai et al. 2006; Peretto & Fuller 2010;
Battersby et al. 2011; Wilcock et al. 2011; Vasyunina et al. 2011;
Wienen et al. 2012; Wilcock et al. 2012). Since most regions in
our survey already show signs of ongoing star formation, we as-
sumed a single temperature value of 20 K for all clumps.
With the distance d as additional parameter, the mass can
be calculated from the integrated flux in a similar way as given
above,
Mgas =
Rd2Fλ
Bλ(λ, T )κ · (4)
To identify emission peaks and their connected fluxes in the
dust maps we used CLUMPFIND (Williams et al. 1994). Since
we aim to compare our results to the dense gas measured by
N2H+, we selected a lowest emission contour corresponding to
1× 1022 cm−2 (>6σ for ATLASGAL, >12σ for SCUBA), or, in
the case of ISOSS J20153, 2× 1022 cm−2 (>3σ). Additional lev-
els were added in steps of 3σ, see Table 2. All clumps for which
we mapped the peak position are listed together with their col-
umn density and mass in Table 3. For clumps that have common
names in the literature, we adopted their previous labeling. The
clump names and references are given in Table 3 as well.
The uncertainties on both the gas column density and mass
are dominated by the dust properties. The flux calibration of the
ATLASGAL data is reliable within 15%, and typical peak and
clump-integrated fluxes are an order of magnitude higher than
the rms of the data. The uncertainties on the dust properties are
diﬃcult to assess, but from comparison with other values (e.g.
Hildebrand 1983) or using slightly diﬀerent parameters within
the same model (Ossenkopf & Henning 1994), we assumed them
to be on the order of a factor two. Together with the uncertainties
from the dust temperature, we estimate the total uncertainties on
the column densities to be a factor of ∼3. For the gas mass, the
uncertainty of the distance of ∼0.5 kpc introduces an additional
error of ∼50%. Therefore, we estimate the total uncertainty of
the gas mass to be on the order of a factor of five.
2.7. Abundance ratio
For positions where not only dust continuum but also N2H+ has
been detected we calculated the abundance ratios. With a reso-
lution of 18′′ and 19.2′′, the Nobeyama 45 m data have almost
the same resolution as the ATLASGAL 870μm data. Therefore
we calculated the N2H+ abundance ratio by plain division, tak-
ing the diﬀerent beam size into account, but did not smooth the
data. To calculate abundance ratios for sources observed with
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MOPRA at a resolution of 46′′, we applied a Gaussian smooth-
ing to the dust data to have both at a common resolution. We then
calculated the N2H+ abundance for the 46′′ beam. For the anal-
ysis, we only considered dust measurements in the Gaussian-
smoothed images above 3σ.
3. Morphology of the dense gas
In the following section we concentrate on the N2H+ observa-
tions. First we compare the N2H+ with the cold dust distribu-
tion as measured by ATLASGAL and set it in context with the
PACS 70 μm measurements. Then we describe the velocity and
linewidth distribution of the dense gas.
3.1. Comparing integrated N2H+ and dust continuum
emission
The left panels of Figs. 1 through 4 display the PACS 70 μm
maps with the long-wavelength dust continuum contours on top,
the second-left panel is the N2H+ column density. They clearly
show that the N2H+ detection and column density agrees in gen-
eral with the measured dense gas emission, almost independent
of the evolutionary state of the clump.
The southern component of IRDC G11.11 is peculiar, see
Fig. 2. While for the northern component the molecular gas
traced by N2H+ agrees quite well with the cold gas traced by
thermal dust emission, the two dense gas tracers disagree for the
southern part. Comparing the brightest peak in the ATLASGAL
data with the column density peak of the N2H+ emission, we
find a positional diﬀerence of 37′′, which is on the order of
the beam size. Since the northern and southern component have
been observed independently, a pointing error might explain the
oﬀset. However, before and in between the OTF observations we
checked the pointing and the oﬀset is considerably larger than
the anticipated pointing uncertainty. Therefore, we cannot ex-
plain the spatial oﬀset of the southern map well.
For IRDC 18182, the bright northwestern component is
connected to IRAS 18182-1433 at a velocity of 59.1 km s−1
(Bronfman et al. 1996) and a distance of 4.5 kpc (Faúndez et al.
2004). Instead, the region of interest is the IRDC in the southeast
at a distance of 3.44 kpc with a velocity of 41 km s−1 (Beuther
et al. 2002a; Sridharan et al. 2005).
IRDC 18308 has been selected within this sample for its in-
frared dark cloud north of the HMPO IRAS 18308-0841. At its
distance of 4.4 kpc we did not detect the N2H+ emission from
the IRDC with the velocity resolution of 0.2 km s−1. To over-
come the sensitivity issue we smoothed the velocity resolution
to 0.4 km s−1 and were then able to trace the dense gas of the
IRDC within IRDC 18308. For IRDC 18306 the situation is sim-
ilar, we traced the HMPO, but not the IRDC. Unfortunately,
even with a velocity resolution of only 0.4 km s−1 we were un-
able to detect N2H+ from the IRDC. Therefore, we excluded
IRDC 18306 from the discussion and show its dense gas prop-
erties in Appendix A.2. To oﬀer a better picture of the diﬀer-
ent regions we display in Figs. 1 through 4 the results from
the smoothed maps, where helpful. Because the coverage for
many clumps is suﬃcient in the higher resolution data, we used
the 0.2 km s−1 data for our analysis.
The total gas peak column densities over the 19.2′′ APEX
870μm beam as given in Table 3 range from 1.4× 1022 cm−2
to 8× 1023 cm−2, and the median averaged peak column den-
sity of clumps that have been mapped is 2.6× 1022 cm−2. When
we consider only clumps for which the peak position has a
detected N2H+ signal, the median averaged peak column den-
sity becomes 3.0× 1022 cm−2. For the lower limit one needs
to keep in mind that we require a minimum column density
threshold of 1.0× 1022 cm−2 for a clump to be detected. The
upper limit is set by IRDC 18454-mm1 (adopted from W43-
mm1, Motte et al. 2003; Beuther et al. 2012), the brightest clump
within IRDC 18454 and a well-known site of massive star forma-
tion. All other clumps with peak column densities higher than
1× 1023 cm−2 (IRDC 18151-1, IRDC 18182-1, and G 28.34-2)
host evolved cores and could be warmer than 20 K. Nevertheless,
to calculate the column densities we assumed a constant aver-
age dense gas temperature of 20 K. While this is appropriate for
most IRDCs in this sample with ongoing early star formation (cf.
point sources in Ragan et al. 2012a), using a higher temperature
would decrease their peak column densities. With the exception
of W43-mm1, the upper limit of column densities found within
our survey’s sources then becomes ∼1× 1023 cm−2 on scales of
the beam size.
3.2. N2H+ abundance
To study the details of the correlation between the dense gas and
the related N2H+ column density, Fig. 5 shows the pixel-by-pixel
correlation between the N2H+ abundance ratio versus the flux ra-
tio between the Herschel 160 μm and 250μm bands. One should
keep in mind that as explained in Sect. 2.7, the abundance ratio
refers to diﬀerent beam sizes, depending on the telescope that
was used for the observations. The flux ratio of the two PACS
bands, or color temperature, can be considered as a proxy of the
dust temperature. For higher temperatures, the peak of the SED
moves to shorter wavelengths, the 160μm becomes stronger rel-
ative to the 250 μm flux. Therefore, higher temperatures have
higher FIR flux ratios. To derive proper temperatures, a pixel
by pixel SED fitting is required, which will be done in an inde-
pendent paper (Ragan et al., in prep.). A known problem in the
context of Herschel data are the unknown background flux lev-
els. Since we only discuss trends within individual regions, we
can safely neglect this problem. Thus, the flux ratios between the
diﬀerent regions are not directly comparable.
To allow a comparison between IRDCs and regions that do
not show up in extinction, we marked pixels that lie within re-
gions of high extinction in green. These regions were selected by
visually identifying the 70 μm flux levels below which extinction
features are observed. Because the 70μm dark regions have no
sharp boundaries, the chosen levels are not unambiguous.
Figure 5 shows no strong overall correlation between
the N2H+ abundance and the flux ratio. On the one hand,
IRDC 18223 is an example where there seems to be a correlation
between the temperature and the N2H+ abundance. The highest
abundance ratios are found at FIR flux ratios of the bulge of the
pixel distribution, while toward higher temperatures the abun-
dance seems to decrease systematically. On the other hand, in
G11.11 the N2H+ abundance varies over two orders of magni-
tude, but shows no correlation with the FIR flux ratio. For ex-
ample, in G11.11 and G28.34, there seems to be a trend that the
N2H+ abundances become even larger toward the edges of our
N2H+ mapping. However, in these regions we are limited by the
sensitivity of our dust measurements.
Marked by an × in Fig. 5 are the pixels containing PACS
point sources. In addition, we distinguished between sources that
have only been detected at 70μm and longwards, MIPS-dark
sources, and PACS sources with a 24 μm counterpart, so-called
MIPS-bright sources. When the 24 μm image was saturated at
the given position, sources were considered as MIPS-bright as
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Fig. 1. Parameter maps of the regions IRDC 18223, IRDC 18310, and IRDC 18454 mapped with the Nobeyama 45 m telescope, in top, middle, and
bottom panel, respectively. The left panels of each row are the PACS 70 μm maps with the PACS point sources detected by Ragan et al. (2012a)
indicated by red circles, the blue numbers refer to the submm continuum peaks as given in Table 3. The second panels display the N2H+ column
density derived from fitting the full N2H+ hyperfine structure. The third and fourth panels show the corresponding velocity and linewidth (FWHM)
of each fit. For IRDC 18223, and IRDC 18310 the contours from ATLASGAL 870 μm are plotted with the lowest level representing 0.31 Jy, and
continue in steps of 0.3 Jy. The contour levels for IRDC 18454 are logarithmically spaced, with 10 levels between 0.31 Jy and 31 Jy. The column
density scale of IRDC 18223 is logarithmic. The arrow in the fourth panel of IRDC 18223 is taken from Fig. 4 of Fallscheer et al. (2009), indicating
the outflow direction.
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Fig. 2. Parameter maps of the regions G11.11, G15.05, and IRDC 18102, mapped with the MOPRA telescope. The left panels of each row are the
PACS 70 μm maps with the PACS point sources detected by Ragan et al. (2012a) indicated by red circles, the blue numbers refer to the submm
continuum peaks as given in Table 3. The second panels display the N2H+ column density derived from fitting the full N2H+ hyperfine structure.
The third and fourth panels show the corresponding velocity and linewidth (FWHM) of each fit. The green contours are from ATLASGAL 870 μm
at 0.31 Jy, 0.46 Jy, and 0.61 Jy, continuing in steps of 0.3 Jy. The velocity resolution in the G15.05 map is smoothed to 0.4 km s−1 to improve the
signal-to-noise ratio and increase the number of detected N2H+ positions.
well. From the figure it can be seen that most embedded PACS
sources have N2H+ abundance ratios below 1× 10−9, but there
seems to be no correlation between the dust temperature on
scales of the beam size and the presence of embedded PACS
point-sources.
3.3. Large-scale velocity structure of clumps and filaments
The velocity structure of the N2H+ gas is shown in the third panel
(second from the right) of Figs. 1 to 4. As explained in Sect. 2.5,
we fit a single N2H+ hyperfine structure to every pixel and dis-
play the resulting peak velocity.
The southeastern region in the map of IRDC 18182 is the
IRDC in the EPoS sample. It is known that IRAS 18182-1433,
originally targeted by Beuther et al. (2002a), and the IRDC have
diﬀerent velocities and therefore are spatially distinct. All other
mapped sources show velocity variations of only a few km s−1
and are therefore coherent structures.
The source with the largest spread in velocity is
IRDC 18454/W43. The mapped regions in the west, beyond
W43-mm1 toward W43-main (which was not mapped), have
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Fig. 3. Parameter maps of the regions IRDC 18151, IRDC 18182, and IRDC 18308, each mapped with the MOPRA telescope. The left panels of
each row are the PACS 70 μm maps with the PACS point sources detected by Ragan et al. (2012a) indicated by red circles, the blue numbers
refer to the submm continuum peaks as given in Table 3. The second panels display the N2H+ column density derived from fitting the full N2H+
hyperfine structure. The third and fourth panels show the corresponding velocity and linewidth (FWHM) of each fit. The green contours are from
ATLASGAL 870 μm at 0.31 Jy, 0.46 Jy, and 0.61 Jy, continuing in steps of 0.3 Jy. For IRDC 18151 the contours are MAMBO 1.2 mm observations,
starting at 60 mJy in steps of 60 mJy. In all three maps the velocity resolution is smoothed to 0.4 km s−1.
the lowest velocities at below 93 km s−1, then there is a veloc-
ity gradient across W43-MM1 ending east at 97.4 km s−1, and
in the far south there are two clumps at 100 km s−1. However,
the velocity map was derived by fitting a single N2H+ hyper-
fine structure to each spectrum. Beuther & Sridharan (2007) and
Beuther et al. (2012) have shown that at least at high spectral and
spatial resolution, clump IRDC 18454-1 has two velocity com-
ponents seperated by about 2 km s−1. Trying to fit each clump
peak position with two N2H+ hyperfine structures, we find that
for six continuum peaks, the N2H+ spectrum is better fitted by
two independent components. For simplicity, we did not include
the additional velocity component found toward IRDC 18454 at
∼50 km s−1 (Nguyen Luong et al. 2011).
While a more detailed description of the double-line fits are
presented in Sect. 3.4, we here note that the mapped line veloc-
ity represents either a single component if one is much brighter
than the other, or an average velocity of both. Therefore, the un-
certainties for IRDC 18454 are significantly larger than for the
other regions. Nevertheless, the large-scale velocity gradient is
no artifact, but is evident in the individual spectra.
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Fig. 4. Parameter maps of the regions G19.30, G28.34, and G48.66, each mapped with the MOPRA telescope. The left panels of each row are the
PACS 70 μm maps with the PACS point sources detected by Ragan et al. (2012a) indicated by red circles, the blue numbers refer to the submm
continuum peaks as given in Table 3. The second panels display the N2H+ column density derived from fitting the full N2H+ hyperfine structure.
The third and fourth panels show the corresponding velocity and linewidth (FWHM) of each fit. The green contours are from ATLASGAL 870 μm
at 0.31 Jy, 0.46 Jy, and 0.61 Jy, continuing in steps of 0.3 Jy. In all three maps the velocity resolution is smoothed to 0.4 km s−1.
Studying the velocity maps in Figs. 1 through 4 in more de-
tail, we find two diﬀerent patterns of velocity structure. On the
one hand, we find independent clumps that lie within the same
region and may interact now or in the future, but are currently
separate entities in velocity. A good example is IRDC 18151
plotted in Fig. 3. Using 870μm as dense gas tracer we resolve
two clump complexes separated by ∼1 pc. Across each clump
there are only weak velocity variations, but the east and west
complex are separated in velocity space by 3.3 km s−1. Velocity
diﬀerences on the order of a few km s−1 between clumps within
the same structure are common and we consider such clumps as
spatially connected.
On the other hand, we find smooth velocity gradients across
larger structures. Clumps that may be at diﬀerent velocities have
connecting dense material with a continuous velocity transition
in between. To exclude overlapping, but independent clumps for
which either the spatial resolution or our mapping technique
mimic a smooth transition we searched for double-peaked veloc-
ities and a broadening of the line width in such transition zones.
The velocity maps of G15.05, IRDC 18102, IRDC 18151,
IRDC 18182, and G48.66, Figs. 1−4 immediately reveal that
these complexes have no velocity gradients in the gas above our
detection limits given in Table 4 and therefore are of the first
type. A summary of the clump classification is given in Table 4.
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Fig. 5. N2H+ abundance ratio over the color index between 160 μm and 250 μm. Marked by green dots are pixels that lie within IRDCs. Overplotted
with red ×s are all mapped PACS sources. Blue crosses also have a 24 μm detection, while the light blue dots represent source that are saturated at
24 μm. The uncertainties given for IRDC 18223 are representative for all regions.
For IRDC 18310, shown in Fig. 1, the velocity map
shows that the IRAS source in the south has a velocity of
83.2 km s−1 (see also Table 3), while the northern complex has
higher velocities. Nevertheless, the velocity spread suggests an
association between both clumps. In addition, the northern com-
ponent itself has diﬀerent velocities toward the east and south,
with 86.1 km s−1 and 84.3 km s−1. In between there is a nar-
row transition zone with a spatially associated increase in the
linewidth (see very right panel of Fig. 1). The increase in
linewidth suggests that there is indeed an overlap of two in-
dependent velocity components and not a large-scale velocity
transition. Using the unsmoothed Nobeyama image at a veloc-
ity resolution of 0.2 km s−1, the spectra suggest two independent
components. Therefore, IRDC 18310 consists of three clumps,
each showing no resolved velocity structure.
IRDC 18151, shown in Fig. 3, consists of two clumps at dif-
ferent velocities. While the velocities of the western clump agree
within 0.5 km s−1, the eastern clump has a velocity gradient from
the southeast to the northwest with a change in velocity of more
than 1 km s−1. At the velocity resolution of 0.2 km s−1 we did
not detect the lower column density transition region and cannot
exclude a smooth transition across both clumps. To overcome
the sensitivity problem we smoothed the N2H+ data to a resolu-
tion of 0.4 km s−1. Still, only a single pixel with a good enough
signal-to-noise ratio connects the two dense gas clumps. As we
will discuss in Sect. 4.4, this pattern does not suggest a smooth
transition.
For IRDC 18454, IRDC 18308, G11.11, G19.30, and G28.34
we found smooth velocity gradients. One of the steepest smooth
velocity gradients of the sample is found toward the southern
part of IRDC 18308, across the HMPO. Although there is an in-
crease in the linewidth map, even in the unsmoothed higher reso-
lution data we were unable to find two independent components.
Across 3.2 pc the velocity changes by 2.4 km s−1, resulting in a
velocity gradient of 0.8 km s−1/pc. The change in velocity occurs
parallel to the elongation of the ATLASGAL 870μm emission.
The velocity gradient in the northern part of G11.11 is as
clear as for IRDC 18308 and parallel to the extinction of G11.11.
While the far southern tip of the northern filament has a slightly
diﬀerent velocity, up north it has an almost constant velocity up
to the point G11.11-1 and then shows a strong but smooth gradi-
ent beyond.
As mentioned before, if considering the length and change
in velocity alone, the samples steepest velocity gradient is
found for IRDC 18454. Over a length of 8.4 pc the gradient
is 0.9 km s−1/pc, but in between the two endpoints the velocity
is not increasing monotonically.
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Table 4. Selected clump properties.
Source Velocity Double Increase in Δv Decrease in Δv Outflow Flow along
gradient component towards peak towards peak dominated Δv filament
IRDC 18223 ✓1 18223-2 18223-1 18223-33 ?
18223-1 18223-3
IRDC 18310 ✗ 18310-4
IRDC 18454 ✓ ✓ ?
IRDC 18102 ✗ 18102 18102
IRDC 18151 ✗ 18151-2 18151-1 18151-23
IRDC 18182 ✗ 18182-1 18182-2
IRDC 18308 ✓ 18308-1 ✓
IRDC 19.30 ✓ G19.30-1 G19.30-2 G19.30-13 ✓
G19.30-23
IRDC 11.11 ✓ ✓ G11.11-1 G11.11-12 ✓
G11.11-2
IRDC 15.05 ✗ G15.053
IRDC 28.34 ✓ G28.34-1 G28.34-10 ?
G28.34-2
IRDC 48.66 ✗ G48.663
Notes. The columns are as follows: full region name; flag indicating whether we found a smooth velocity gradient along the region; flag indicating
the presence of resolved independent velocity components along a line of sight; two columns for clumps for which we found a clear increase in
linewidth toward the center and toward the edge clumps, respectively; flag indicating that the velocity profile is consistent with flows along the
filament. (1) For 18223 we found several velocity gradients, both along and perpendicular to the filament. (2) The angle between the outflow and
the linewidth broadening does not match exactly. (3) Indirect evidence for outflow (mainly from SiO), but the direction of the outflow is unknown.
IRDC 18223 shows significant changes in the velocity field,
but is not listed among the clumps with smooth velocity gra-
dients. The changes of the velocity are on 0.5 pc−1 pc scales
and show no clear pattern. Nevertheless, at the given velocity
resolution of 0.5 km s−1 we found no overlapping independent
N2H+ components. Therefore, all the gas on the scales we trace
seems to be connected. It is worth noting that the two south-
ern clumps, IRDC 18223-2 and IRDC 18223-3, have a gradient
along the short axis of the filament, which might be interpreted
as evidence of rotation. Velocities in the east are higher than
in the west. In contrast, although less well mapped, the IRAS
source in the north, IRDC 18223-1, has a velocity gradient along
the short filament axis as well, but in opposite direction; veloci-
ties in the west are higher than in east.
For G13.90, IRDC 18385, IRDC 18306, and IRDC 18337 we
lack the sensitivity to draw a conclusion. While IRDC 18385,
and IRDC 18306 are very poorly mapped, for G13.90 and
IRDC 18337 we mapped the main emission structures, but with
the available sensitivity we did not trace the gas in between the
dense clumps. In both sources, the detected clumps have diﬀer-
ent velocities, with a gradient across the clumps in IRDC 18337.
Since we did not trace the gas in between the dense clumps, we
are unable to assess whether the velocity transitions are smooth,
or if the clumps have no connection in velocity space.
3.4. N2H+ linewidth in the context of young PACS sources
and column density peaks
The right panels of Figs. 1 to 4 show the fitted linewidth
(FWHM) for the mapped regions. The distribution of the
linewidth is very diﬀerent for each region and density
peak. While it increases toward some of the submm peaks
(e.g. IRDC 18102, IRDC 18182-1), for others the peak of
the linewidth is on the edge of the submm clumps (e.g.
IRDC 18223-1, IRDC 18223-3, G19.30). The IRDCs for which
we detect N2H+ and that have no embedded/detected PACS
source often have a narrower linewidth than other clumps of the
same region with embedded protostars.
A brief description of the linewidth distribution of each re-
gion is given in Appendix A. In the following we discuss a few
interesting or notable examples.
While the linewidth in IRDC 18223 significantly increases
toward IRDC 18223-2, the linewidth toward IRDC 18223-1, a
well-studied HMPO (Sakai et al. 2010), and IRDC 18223-3, an
object known to drive a powerful outflow (Beuther & Sridharan
2007; Fallscheer et al. 2009), increases toward the edges of the
dust continuum. Compared with other regions of IRDC 18223,
the linewidth at IRDC 18223-3 is broader, but it becomes even
broader in the northwest. This aligns very well with the outflow
found by Fallscheer et al. (2009) and can be explained by it (for
the outflow direction see the first row of Fig. 1, right panel).
IRDC 18223-1 was originally identified as IRAS 18223-1243
and is bright at IR wavelengths (down to K band). However,
typical tracers of ongoing high-mass star formation such as cm
emission, water and methanol masers, or SiO-tracing shocks are
not detected (Sridharan et al. 2002; Sakai et al. 2010). Only
the CO line wings found by Sridharan et al. (2002) are indica-
tive of outflows, which might explain the bipolar broadening of
the N2H+ linewidth. Nevertheless, despite its prominence at IR
wavelengths and with the luminosity of the PACS point source
at its peak of 2000 L (point source 8 in Ragan et al. 2012a), the
linewidths at the continuum peak are not exceptional within this
region. In contrast, although IRDC 18223-2 is detected at near
IR wavelengths as well and the PACS point source at its center
has a luminosity of only 200 L, the linewidth is 2.5 km s−1 com-
pared with 1.9 km s−1 for IRDC 18223-1. Because Beuther &
Sridharan (2007) found no SiO toward IRDC 18223-1/2 we ex-
clude a strong outflow, and the reason for the line broadening is
not clear at all. Thus one should keep in mind that IRDC 18223-2
has not been investigated in such great detail and we cannot en-
tirely exclude an outflow.
We excluded IRDC 18454 from the analysis of the linewidth
because, as mentioned in Sect. 3.3, we found multiple velocity
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Fig. 6. Spectra of IRDC 18454-4 Beuther & Sridharan (2007); Beuther
et al. (2012). While the dashed line shows the single-component fit with
the fitting parameters to the right, the solid line is the two-component
fit with its fitting parameters to the left. The residuals are the results of
the minimize task in CLASS.
components toward several positions. Figure 6 displays an ex-
ample of an N2H+ spectrum that compares a single-component
fit with a double-component fit. Comparing the residuals of the
two diﬀerent fits as calculated by CLASS, for the six clumps
in which we found two independent components the residuals
are on average reduced by 30%. For all two-component fits, the
linewidth decreases compared with a single-component fit. Still,
the linewidths are on average broader than for the other clumps
listed in Table 3.
Similar double velocity component fits toward the peaks are
otherwise only possible in G11.11. Here, eight of the clumps are
fit better by two independent N2H+ components. Diﬀerent from
IRDC 18454, the linewidth of the two components becomes on
average narrower than the linewidth of other clumps in the sam-
ple. In addition, the improvement of the residuals is only 20%.
Therefore it is unclear whether two independent components are
present or if the fit is simply improved because of the larger
number of free parameters. A systematic study of the multiple
components is beyond the scope of this paper.
For G13.90, IRDC 18385, IRDC 18306, and IRDC 18337 the
mapped areas are not suﬃcient to draw conclusions.
Similar to Fig. 5, Fig. 7 shows the relation between the
linewidth (FWHM) of N2H+ and the color index. Because the
color index is a proxy of the temperature, one might expect a
correlation between these two quantities, but there is no corre-
lation at all. Figure 8 plots the N2H+ linewidth versus the H2
column density, but again, we find no correlation.
In the context of the linewidth and dust mass, the virial anal-
ysis can be used to understand whether structures are gravita-
tionally bound or are transient structures. Following MacLaren
et al. (1988), we calculated the virial mass of our clumps via
Mvir = kRΔv2. For the clump radius R we used the eﬀective ra-
dius calculated by CLUMPFIND. The geometrical parameter k
depends on the density distribution, with k = 190 for ρ ∼ r−1,
and k = 126 for ρ ∼ r−2. Beuther et al. (2002a), Hatchell & van
der Tak (2003), and Peretto et al. (2006) found typical density
distributions in sites of massive star formation of ρ ∝ rα with
α ∼ −1.6, in between both parameters. While we list the virial
mass for both parameters in Table 3, we used the intermediate
value of k = 158 in Fig. 9.
The α parameter as defined in Bertoldi & McKee (1992) is
the ratio of the internal kinetic energy and the gravitational en-
ergy. Their virial parameter as defined in Eq. (2.8a) of Bertoldi
& McKee (1992) (α = 5σ2RGM ) without another geometrical
parameter resembles a spherical distribution of constant density.
Because of the geometrical correction factor we applied to the
mass calculations, the presented virial parameters are smaller by
a factor of 1.32. A histogram of the virial parameter is plotted in
Fig. 9.
If we assume the error on our linewidth to be lower than
15%, the uncertainties of the calculated virial mass are mainly
determined by the geometrical parameter k. The actual error on
the given virial masses is significantly larger since the calcu-
lation neglects all physical eﬀects but gravity and thermal mo-
tions (kinetic energy). For the conceptual quantity we can ne-
glect these eﬀects and estimate the error to be ∼50%.
4. Discussion of N2H+ dense gas properties
In the following, we discuss the kinematic properties of the
sources we mapped in N2H+, as described above.
4.1. Dense clumps and cores
The clump masses in the range of several tens of M to a few
thousands of M show that most regions have the potential to
form massive stars in the future, or show signs of ongoing high-
mass star formation. One should keep in mind that the listed
peak column densities are averaged over the beam. As has been
shown by Vasyunina et al. (2009) assuming an artifical r−1 den-
sity profile, true peak column densities are higher by a factor
of 20 to 40. This agrees with interferometric observations of
clumps within our sample (Beuther et al. 2005, 2006; Fallscheer
et al. 2011). Therefore, all peak column densities become higher
than 3× 1023 cm−2, or 1 g/cm2. This reinforces the view that the
mapped clumps are capable of forming massive stars. The high
column densities also agree with the detection of N2H+ as high-
density gas tracer.
4.2. Abundance ratios
To understand why the abundance of N2H+ is expected to vary
with embedded sources or temperature, one needs to understand
the formation mechanism. The formation of N2H+ works via
H+3 which also builds the basis for the formation of HCO+ from
CO. Because of the high abundance of CO in cold dense clouds,
the production of HCO+ is initially dominant and consumes all
H+3 . If during cloud contraction the temperatures become cold
enough for CO to freeze out, N2H+ can be produced more eﬃ-
ciently and eventually becomes more abundant than HCO+. The
situation changes again when CO is released from the grains ei-
ther due to heating or due to shocks. The CO destroys the N2H+
and forms HCO+ instead, making HCO+ more abundant again.
(For a more detailed discussion see Jørgensen et al. 2004.)
In summary, the early (more diﬀuse) cloud phase is domi-
nated by HCO+, while the quiet dense clumps should be domi-
nated by N2H+. With the onset of star formation, HCO+ is be-
coming dominant again.
The EPoS sample mainly has been selected to cover regions
of ongoing, but early star formation. For this N2H+ line survey,
we selected regions covering all evolutionary stages. Many of
them have both infrared-quiet regions at the wavelengths range
covered previous to Herschel and well-known and luminous
IRAS sources. Together with the Herschel data, hardly any re-
gion of high column density is genuinely infrared-dark.
As a result of the N2H+ evolution and the broad range of
evolutionary stages covered, we expect a wide range of N2H+
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Fig. 7. N2H+ linewidth versus the color index for the 160 μm over the 250 μm band. Marked by green dots are pixels that lie within IRDCs.
Overplotted with red Xs are all PACS sources that were mapped. Blue dots also have a 24 μm detection, while the pale blue dots represent
sources that are saturated at 24 μm. The uncertainties given for IRDC 18223 are representative for all regions. For IRDC 18454 the linewidths were
multiplied by a factor of 0.5 to fit the data points into the plotting range.
abundance ratios. As has been discussed in Sect. 3.2, Fig. 5
shows the correlation between the N2H+ abundance and the
160μm to 250μm flux ratio as a proxy of the temperature. For
all regions, the bulk of all pixels has N2H+ abundances ratios
of 1× 10−9. This agrees well with earlier studies of high-mass
star-forming regions (Vasyunina et al. 2011, and references
therein). At the same time, several regions (e.g. G11.11, G28.34,
IRDC 18454) show abundance variations of two orders of mag-
nitude. While this is a result of the various evolutionary stages
within each region, it is worth noting that it seems to be uncor-
related to the flux ratio of 160μm over 250μm.
To correlate some areas with an evolutionary stage, in Fig. 5
we mark regions that show up in extinction at 70 μm by green
dots. As Fig. 5 shows, these regions are among the coldest within
each region. Nevertheless, high N2H+ abundances are found not
only in IRDCs or cold regions. In contrast to IRDC pixels which
mark the earliest and coldest evolutionary stages, the PACS-only
sources mark regions in which star formation is about to start
(red), and the MIPS bright PACS sources indicate ongoing star
formation (blue). All pixels connected to a PACS source have
low N2H+ abundances. Whether this is due to an increase in tem-
perature or probably to shocks is unclear.
It has been shown in Ragan et al. (2012a) that sources with a
detected 24μm counterpart are on average warmer, more lumi-
nous, and more massive and that therefore a 24 μm counterpart
is indicative of a more evolved source. Nevertheless, the PACS
core properties in Ragan et al. (2012a) show a large overlap
between MIPS bright and dark sources. Therefore, one cannot
draw a clear conclusion on the evolutionary stage (temperature,
luminosity, or mass) based on a 24μm detection alone. This eas-
ily explains the exceptions, for instance, in G11.11.
4.3. Signatures of overlapping dense cores within clumps
We have described in Sect. 3.3 two independent velocity compo-
nents toward six of the IRDC 18454 continuum peaks, as well as
seven clumps in G11.11 with double-peaked N2H+ lines. The
two components have velocity oﬀsets of only a few km s−1.
Since the hyperfine structure of N2H+ includes an optically
thin component, we can exclude opacity and self-absorption ef-
fects, a common feature in dense star-forming regions. The two
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Fig. 8. Plot of the N2H+ linewidth versus the dust column density. Marked by green dots are pixels that lie within IRDCs. Overplotted with red
Xs are all PACS sources that were mapped. Blue dots also have a 24 μm detection, while the pale blue dots represent sources that are saturated at
24 μm. The uncertainties given for IRDC 18223 are representative for all regions. For IRDC 18454 the linewidths were multiplied by a factor of
0.5 to fit the data points into the plotting range.
independent velocity components within IRDC 18454 have pre-
viously been reported by Beuther & Sridharan (2007); Beuther
et al. (2012) and Ragan et al. (in prep.) found multiple velocity
components toward G11.11. Combining our N2H+ Nobeyama
data with PdBI observations at ∼4′′, Beuther et al. (2013)
revealed multiple independent velocity components toward
IRDC 18310-4. These are not resolved within the Nobeyama
data alone at the spatial resolution of 18′′. Similar multicompo-
nent velocity signatures have been found in high spatial resolu-
tion images of dense cores in Cygnus-X (Csengeri et al. 2011a,b)
and toward IRDCs by Bihr et al. (2014). Therefore, it seems to
be a common feature in high-mass star-forming regions.
Using radiative transfer calculations of collapsing high-mass
star-forming regions, Smith et al. (2013) showed that such
double-peaked line profiles may be produced by the superposi-
tion of infalling dense cores. Therefore, in high-resolution stud-
ies, which filter out the large-scale emission, multiple cores
along the line of sight can be detected. However, comparing our
beam sizes of ∼ 0.5 pc for IRDC 18454 and ∼ 0.8 pc for G11.11
to typical sizes of cores below 0.1 pc, the larger-scale clump
gas is expected to probably dominate our signal. Therefore it
is clear that multiple velocity components due to cores are more
likely to be identified in high spatial resolution imaging. While
IRDC 18454 is at the intersection of the spiral arm and the
Galactic bar, and therefore exceptional in many aspects, G11.11
is most likely a more typical high-mass star-forming region,
similar to what has been simulated by Smith et al. (2009) and
Smith et al. (2013). If the double-peaked line profiles originate
from two dense cores within our beam, as suggested by Smith
et al. (2013), the cores within G11.11 would need to be ex-
tremely dense or large. Instead, it seems more realistic that we
detect the gas of the clump as one velocity component, and the
second component is produced by an embedded single core of
high-density contrast moving relative to its parent clump. For
IRDC 18454 we found double velocity spectra even inbetween
the peak positions. This suggests that the components are com-
ing from two overlapping sheets that are close in velocity. It is
unclear whether these sheets are interacting or not.
4.4. Accretion flows along filaments?
In Sect. 3.3 we presented the velocity structure of the 16 ob-
served high-mass star-forming regions. As we described, five
complexes have no velocity structure, while six regions have
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Fig. 9. Top panel: virial mass derived from the N2H+ linewidth over the
gas mass. The virial mass assumes a geometrical parameter of k = 158,
which is intermediate between k = 126 for 1/ρ2 and k = 190 for 1/ρ.
While the black dots indicate clumps without a PACS point source in-
side, the asterisks represent clumps with a PACS point source. Marked
by green and red squares are the clumps of G28.34, with green boxes
representing clumps in global infall, and red boxes representing clumps
with signatures of outward moving gas (for details see Tackenberg et al.
2014). The solid line indicates unity. Lower panel: histogram of the
virial parameter α. While the black histogram represents the full sam-
ple, the red and green histogram is the subset of clumps with and with-
out a PACS point source, respectively.
smooth large-scale velocity gradients. The velocity structure of
IRDC 18223 is more complex and does not fit into either of these
categories. For four regions we lack the sensitivity to draw a
conclusion.
Despite the two general appearances, the large-scale veloc-
ity structure of the clumps is very diverse. In general, structures
larger than 1 pc usually show some velocity fluctuations. These
can be either steady and smooth, or pointing to separate entities.
It is worth noting that the physical resolution of the N2H+ obser-
vations ranges from 0.1 pc to 1.0 pc, with an average of 0.3 pc for
the 18′′ Nobeyama beam, and 0.7 pc for the 46′′ with MOPRA.
Therefore, we are unable to resolve smaller structures, and the
1 pc limit is observationally set. In fact, velocity fluctuations on
smaller scales are still likely. However, the observations show
that on the clump scale, some clumps do show gas motions,
while others are kinematically more quiescent. High-resolution
studies, for example that of Ragan et al. (2012b), have proven
for some regions that gas motions continue on smaller scales.
Fig. 10. Profile of the N2H+ velocity of IRDC 18223. The left panel
shows the velocity map with contours from ATLASGAL superimposed
(see also Fig. 1). The right and top panels show the velocity cuts along
the lines marked on the velocity map. The stars mark the velocities of
the clump peaks.
To understand the velocity structure of complexes with
smooth velocity transitions, Figs. 10 through 16 visualize the ve-
locity gradients along given lines. As discussed in Sect. 3.3, our
velocity map of IRDC 18151 consists of two larger structures,
IRDC 18151-1 in the east, and IRDC 18151-2 and IRDC 18151-
3 in the west. The overall changes within the eastern and west-
ern clump are ∼0.5 km s−1 and ∼1 km s−1, respectively. While
the velocity cut through the eastern clump shows hardly any
variation, the western clump has a noticeable velocity gradi-
ent. To detect at least part of the gas at intermediate velocities,
we smoothed the N2H+ to a velocity resolution of 0.4 km s−1.
Figure 12 shows the velocity profile across both clumps. While
the western clump shows a slight velocity increase toward the
east, the eastern clump shows no velocity gradient. In particular,
the two gradients seem not to match, and if they interact dynam-
ically, the transition zone would need to be short. Therefore we
conclude that the two structures are individual components, but
in the context of other dense gas tracers they seem to be embed-
ded within the same cloud. If seen from a slightly diﬀerent angle,
the double velocity components discussed in Sect. 4.3 could well
originate from such a structure.
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Fig. 11. Profile of the N2H+ velocity of IRDC 18454. The left panel
shows the velocity map with contours from ATLASGAL superimposed
(see also Fig. 1). The top panel shows the velocity cut along the line
marked on the velocity map. The stars mark the velocities of the clump
peaks.
4.4.1. Flows along G11.11
We found a clear smooth transition of the velocity toward the
northern part of G11.11. Shown by the top profile in Fig. 14, be-
tween G11.11-1 and G11.11-12, the diﬀerences in velocity are
below 0.5 km s−1. Along the profile just south of G11.11-1, the
velocity starts to increase, with higher velocities toward G11.11-
2 and beyond. On the other hand, the profiles perpendicular to
the filament (right panel of Fig. 14) have almost constant veloci-
ties. Only the profile closest to G11.11-1 has a velocity gradient,
but the filament has a bend exactly at the position of the profile.
A profile perpendicular to the actual shape of the IRDC would
have no velocity gradient. Therefore, we conclude that the ve-
locity gradient occurs solely along the filament.
Both Tobin et al. (2012, observationally), and Smith et al.
(2013, numerically) suggested large-scale accretion flows along
filaments on, and probably producing, central cores. They de-
scribed the expected observational signatures for filaments that
are inclined from the plane of the sky. Imagine a cylinder with a
central core and material flowing onto the core from both sides
at a constant velocity. For simplicity and without loss of gener-
ality, we set the central core at rest. Then the gas has a constant
velocity along the filament on each side of the central object.
Because the gas is flowing in from both sides onto the core,
a constant velocity is observed for both directions. The angle
of the filament to the line of sight determines the observed ve-
locity component. While Tobin et al. (2012) accounted for a
gravitationally accelerated gas flow that is expected to have a
velocity jump at its center, the synthetical observations of high-
mass star-forming regions performed by Smith et al. (2013) have
Fig. 12. Profile of the N2H+ velocity of IRDC 18151. The left panel
shows the velocity map with contours from ATLASGAL superimposed
(see also Fig. 3). The top panel shows the velocity cut along the line
marked on the velocity map. The stars mark the velocities of the clump
peaks.
Fig. 13. Profile of the N2H+ velocity of IRDC 18308. The left panel
shows the velocity map with contours from ATLASGAL superimposed
(see also Fig. 3). The top and right panels show the velocity cuts along
the lines marked on the velocity map. The stars mark the velocities of
the clump peak.
a smooth transition. These authorts also found local velocity
variations connected to smaller substructures.
Recalling the velocity structure we found for G11.11, our ob-
servations may be explained by such accretion flows along the
filament. The filament would need to have an angle such that
the southeast is farther away from us than the northwest. The
almost constant velocity over ∼3 pc would be material moving
toward G11.11-1, the most massive clump in the region. Just
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Fig. 14. Profile of the N2H+ velocity of the northern part of G11.11.
The left panel shows the velocity map with contours from ATLASGAL
superimposed (see also Fig. 2). The right and top panels show the ve-
locity cuts along the lines marked on the velocity map. The stars mark
the velocities of the clump peak.
Fig. 15. Profile of the N2H+ velocity of G19.30. The left panel shows
the velocity map with contours from ATLASGAL superimposed (see
also Fig. 4). The top panel shows the velocity cut along the line marked
on the velocity map. The stars mark the velocities of the clump peak.
before G11.11-1, the velocity starts to increase and we observe
the transition across the clump. Beyond G11.11-1, the gravita-
tional potential of G11.11-2, the second-most massive clump in
this region, accretes material on its own, and accelerates the gas
even farther beyond the position of G11.11-1.
The scales we trace are an order of magnitude larger than
what has been discussed by Smith et al. (2013) and our resolu-
tion is an order of magnitude lower. Because of the second dense
clump, we do not observe the theoretically predicted pattern.
The increase in velocity may also be explained by solid-body
rotation of part of the filament. Nevertheless, we propose an ac-
cretion flow along the filament as a possible explanation for the
Fig. 16. Profile of the N2H+ velocity of G28.34. The left panel shows
the velocity map with contours from ATLASGAL superimposed (see
also Fig. 4). The top and right panels show the velocity cuts along the
lines marked on the velocity map. The stars mark the velocities of the
clump peaks.
observed velocity pattern in G11.11. This view is supported by
the fact that star-formation is most active at the center of the
potential infall.
Consequently, if high-mass star formation is actively ongo-
ing within G11.11-1, the material flow along the filament sug-
gests continuous feeding of the mass reservoir from which form-
ing stars can accrete.
4.4.2. Flows along IRDC 18308
A similar scenario might explain the velocity pattern along the
IR-dark part of IRDC 18308. The cut along the IRDC end-
ing at the HMPO (Fig. 13) shows only minor changes in ve-
locity across the IRDC of ∼2.5 pc length. In the vicinity of
IRDC 18308-1, the velocity changes by almost 1 km s−1 on a
short physical scale of only ∼0.6 pc. The cut does leave a gap to
the HMPO and does not fully close up in velocity. As described
in Sect. 3.3, across the HMPO we found one of the steepest ve-
locity gradients in our sample, but the origin is unclear. One pos-
sible explanation that would produce a similar velocity profile is
solid-body rotation. In this picture, the knees at both ends of the
profile would be caused by a transition from solid-body rotation
to viscous rotation because of the lower densities in the outer re-
gions. A full explanation would require a combination of hydro-
dynamic simulations with radiative transfer calculations. This is
beyond the scope of this paper.
4.4.3. Flows along G19.30?
In G19.30, along the northeastern part of the IRDC, the ve-
locity is constant over ∼1 pc and then rises toward its other
end. This suggests that the gas is flowing across G19.30-1,
at the northeastern end, through G19.30-3 toward G19.30-2.
Interestingly, G19.30-1 is the most massive clump and there-
fore is potentially building the center of gravity. Therefore, the
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flow is opposite to the gravitational potential. The dust tem-
peratures derived for the cores within G19.30 by Ragan et al.
(2012a) are higher for the more massive clump G19.30-1, which
increases our uncertainties on the mass. Nevertheless, even if
we assume the higher dust temperature of 25 K for the whole
G19.30-1 clump, and a temperature of 17 K for G19.30-2, the
two masses become of the same order. The additional clump
G19.30-3 close to G19.30-2, is of similar mass as G19.30-2 and
therefore increases the gravitational potential of the southwest-
ern end. But even if our interpretation of a gas flow along the
filament were correct, we found no evidence that is it driven by
gravity. Instead, this example might be interpreted as an indica-
tion for a primordial origin of the flows, which leads to the for-
mation of the clumps. Similar as for G11.11, the flows along the
filaments within G19.30 and IRDC 18308 support the idea that
the mass reservoir in high-mass star formation is continuously
replenished.
4.4.4. The peculiar case of IRDC 18223
IRDC 18223 is filamentary, but with a more complex velocity
structure than the previously discussed regions. The velocity
seems to be oscillating along the filament. The emission peaks
of the southern clumps, IRDC 18223-2 and IRDC 18223-3, are
at the same velocity of 44.6 km s−1 and in between the variations
are minor. The peak of the clump IRDC 18223-1, harboring the
HMPO IRAS 18223-1243, has a velocity of 44.2 km s−1.
Perpendicular to the filament, we found three extreme ve-
locity gradients, shown in Fig. 10. Although they do not pass
exactly across the dust continuum emission peaks, each seems
to be associated with a clump. A straightforward interpretation
would be solid-body rotation along the filament axis. But as
mentioned in Sect. 3.3, the two lower profiles indicate rotation
in the direction opposite to the uppermost profile. In Sect. 3.4 we
discussed the possible influence of the powerful outflow within
IRDC 18223-3 on the linewidth distribution. The same outflow
could also alter the velocity distribution in its direct vicinity.
Nevertheless, a change in rotation orientation along a single fil-
ament seems counterintuitive. For the massive filament DR21
within Cygnus X, Schneider et al. (2010) found three velocity
gradients perpendicular to the filament axis, with alternating di-
rections. Suggesting turbulent colliding flows as origin of the
filament, these authors interpreted the velocity pattern as a rem-
nant of the external flow motions.
Within IRDC 18223-3, on scales of 7′′, Fallscheer et al.
(2009) found a velocity gradient in N2H+ and CH3OH, a high-
density and shocked-gas tracer. They successfully modeled the
CH3OH velocity gradient with a rotating and infalling toroid
that was significantly larger than the massive-disk candidates
(e.g. Cesaroni et al. 2005; for an example of the opposite see
Boley et al. 2012). However, the-small scale velocity gradient
presented in Fallscheer et al. (2009) not only has a slightly dif-
ferent orientation (by ∼45◦), but is also rotating in the oppsite
direction to the gradient presented in Fig. 10. This implies that
the two gradients are independent and have diﬀerent origins; the
small-scale infalling toroid does not connect the large-scale en-
velope to a possibly even smaller-scaled disk. To first order this
contradicts our previous statement of continuously fed clumps
because in this particular case, the large-scale mass reservoir, or
envelope, seems to be disconnected from the embedded HMPO.
On the one hand, the velocity gradient seen in the large-scale
gas might be confused with the outflow. As we discussed in
Sect. 4.5.1, there is a clear correlation between the outflow and
the linewidth distribution. Although N2H+ is not known to be
commonly entrained in outflows, a similar correlation between
the outflow and the velocity gradient seems probable and might
explain the change in velocity. Here we need to emphasize that
the outflow direction and velocity gradient have an angle of al-
most 90◦. On the other hand, it may well be that the accre-
tion phase of IRDC 18223-3 has already stopped, and the large-
scale envelope and the inner toroidal structure are decoupled.
But apart from its youth, it is counterintuitive to assume that the
core first accreted from a rotating structure and then developed
an internal source rotating in the opposite direction. Therefore,
we cannot oﬀer a good explanation.
4.4.5. G28.34
A quite large and complex region is G28.34. Most prominent
and clear, it has a strong but smooth east-to-west velocity gra-
dient. Along the velocity cut given in the top panel of Fig. 16,
the velocity changes by 2.6 km s−1 over 7.1 pc. This results in
a velocity gradient of 0.4 km s−1/pc. The clump emission peaks
within the southeastern component of G28.34, namely G28.34-
6, G28.34-1, and G28.34-5, all have the same velocity. As the
velocity cut along them shows, the velocity of the dense gas
between them seems to be oscillating, similar as found for
IRDC 18223. Even farther north, the emission peaks of G28.34-
7, and G28.34-10 are still at the same velocity as the more south-
ern clumps. Only north of them the velocity changes monotoni-
cally to lower velocities on the order of a parsec.
From the smooth velocity transition from east to west and
from the absence of double-peaked N2H+ profiles, we conclude
that all dense gas within the region is physically connected.
To fully explain the observed velocity signatures of the com-
plex dense gas morphology in G28.34, numerical simulations
are most likely required as well.
4.4.6. IRDC 18454
The velocity analysis of IRDC 18454 is hampered because, as
discussed in Sect. 4.3, several clumps show two independent ve-
locity components at their peak position. Therefore, the mapped
single velocities can either be the stronger of the two compo-
nents, or an average of both. However, the large-scale velocity
gradient in east-to-west direction is clear and no artifact.
4.5. Discussion of the linewidth distribution
4.5.1. Outflow-induced turbulence
As we have described in Sect. 3.4, we found no correlation be-
tween the linewidth and the temperature or H2 column density.
The lack of a correlation between the temperature and the
linewidth can be explained by the narrow thermal linewidth. At
20 K, the thermal line-broadening of N2H+ is ∼0.18 km s−1 (in
FWHM), and∼0.16 km s−1 at 15 K. Compared with the observed
linewidths of a few km s−1, the nonthermal contribution domi-
nates by far and temperature variations of a few K are weaker
than our uncertainties of the measured FWHM.
Another possible contribution to the linewidth stems from
turbulence. Because the clouds are close to virial equilibrium
(see Fig. 9), the linewidth is expected to scale with the column
density. As mentioned in Sect. 3.4, we found no correlation be-
tween these two quantities either.
Instead, the spatial resolution of the data prefers molecu-
lar outflows as the dominating contribution to the measured
linewidths. Examining the N2H+ linewidth maps of each region,
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we found clear imprints of known outflows onto the linewidth
distribution. A good example in this context is IRDC 18223-
3, shown in Fig. 1. As we described in Sect. 3.4, Fallscheer
et al. (2009) reported the outflow direction in IRDC 18223-3
to be ∼135◦east of north. As Fig. 1 shows, we observe a line
broadening along the same axis, with the highest velocities to-
ward the edge. Due to the complex overall velocity structure it
is unclear whether the aligned velocity gradient is connected to
the outflow as well. This would suggest the origin of the in-
creased linewidth to be an unresolved velocity gradient. In con-
trast, shocks connected to bipolar outflows could enhance the
turbulence, leading to broader lines. Another possible origin of
a linewidth-broadening toward the edge of clumps is provided
by gravo-turbulent fragmentation, as described in Klessen et al.
(2005). Therefore, we cannot assess the physical origin of the
linewidth distribution. In this particular case the alignment of
outflow and linewidth broadening suggests a direct connection.
A similarly clear correlation between the linewidth and out-
flow we found for IRDC 18102, for which the outflow direc-
tion has been observed by Beuther (priv. comm.). For G11.11-1,
Gómez et al. (2011) observed an outflow in east-west direction,
or 90◦east of north, while we found a significant line-broadening
similar to a bipolar outflow with an angle of ∼150◦east of north.
This means that the angle between outflow and increase in
linewidth is on the order of 60◦. Therefore, a direct correlation
between the two observations is not mandatory, but possible in
the context of the other regions.
Although the outflow has not been spatially resolved, the
presence of SiO suggests the existence of an outflow toward the
northern part of G15.05, while the southern part is SiO-quiet
(Linz et al., in prep.). Even though both the northern and south-
ern part are IR-dark even at 70 μm and the mass distribution
peaks in between, the linewidth distribution in the north is sig-
nificantly larger than in the south. A possible outflow might ex-
plain this linewidth distribution. Using SiO as a general tracer
of outflows, we found a similar correspondence between in-
creased linewidth and the presence of outflows for IRDC 18151-
2, G19.30-1, and G19.30-2, and the eastern tip of G48.66.
No SiO was found toward the IR dark part of IRDC 18182,
IRDC 18182-2, and -4, for which the linewidths are among
narrowest within the region. In between the two clumps the
linewidth broadens without the presence of known outflows.
Therefore, additional factors have to be dominating here,
for example, superposition of the two independent velocity
components.
The four pointings toward G28.34 that cover SiO emission
(Linz et al., in prep.) agree with the picture of an outflow-
dominated linewidth distribution. Nevertheless, due to the gener-
ally broad lines in that region, the variations are less pronounced
than in all other regions.
A particular case seems to be IRDC 18151-1. Fallscheer
et al. (2011) reported an outflow connected to it with an an-
gle of 315◦east of north, but the linewidth is narrower than
in IRDC 18151-2, 1.9 km s−1 compared with 3.1 km s−1, respec-
tively. In addition, it shows hardly any linewidth structure, and
therefore diﬀers from the other clumps discussed so far.
Sridharan et al. (2002) and Sakai et al. (2010) found no SiO
toward the two northern clumps of IRDC 18223, IRDC 18223-
1, and IRDC 18223-2, but Sridharan et al. (2002) interpreted
the detection of CO line wings as an indication for an out-
flow. Therefore, the bipolar line-broadening of the edges of
IRDC 18223-1 (see Sect. 3.4) might be caused by an out-
flow. In contrast, the linewidth broadens toward the center of
IRDC 18223-2. Because the large-scale velocity gradient across
IRDC 18223-2 is twice as steep as for IRDC 18223-1, the line-
broadening toward the center could be explained by unresolved
small-scale velocity gradients. An alternative explanation for the
broadening of the linewidth could be colliding flows, as dis-
cussed in Sect. 4.4.4. However, the velocity gradients are not
perfectly aligned with the linewidth broadening, which would
be expected for colliding flows. We have no information on the
SiO or other outflow tracers for IRDC 18310, and IRDC 18308.
4.5.2. The particular case IRDC 18454
The line-width map of IRDC 18454 for a single-component fit
(Fig. 1) provides a combination of the two detected velocity
components (see Sec. 4.3). Therefore, it quantifies the internal
motions within each beam. If the two velocity components orig-
inate from two sheets that are interacting, a combined linewidth
is appropriate for the virial analysis. However, resolving the in-
dividual velocity components at the peak positions significantly
reduces the line width of the clumps. They become more similar
to the other regions within this survey, but still, the resulting line
widths are broader than the average line width that we found for
all other clumps.
Combining our Nobeyama 45 m N2H+ single-dish data with
observations from the Plateau de Bure interferometer, Beuther
et al. (2012) found two independent velocity components toward
IRDC 18454-1 as well. While one component is consistent in
both width and velocity with one of our velocity components, the
other component is oﬀset by ∼1 km s−1 and twice as wide in the
single-dish data. This diﬀerence can be explained by the better
spatial resolution of ∼3.5′′ of the PdBI observations. Although
the two fragments, which Beuther et al. (2012) resolved within
IRDC 18454-1, have very similar velocities, Fig. 7 in their pa-
per shows a velocity spread of a few km s−1 over the Nobeyama
beam size of 18′′. As already apparent from Fig. 1, the linewidth
toward IRDC 18454-1 is particularly narrow compared with al-
most all other clumps within IRDC 18454. This can partly be ex-
plained by the absence of any 70 μm PACS source and its physi-
cal proximity to W43-mm1.
4.6. Discussion of the virial analysis
In the context of the virial analysis, bound clumps are expected
because most clumps show signs of ongoing early star forma-
tion or already have formed dense cores. Nevertheless, in glob-
ally unbound regions collapsing fragments might exist as well
and form stars and clusters. As shown in Fig. 9, most clumps
have larger virial masses than gas masses, or a slightly posi-
tive α index. Still, within the errors all clumps might be grav-
itationally bound. Marked in the upper panel of Fig. 9 are all
clumps associated with G28.34. As we will discuss in a second
paper (Tackenberg et al. 2013), G28.34 is in a state of global
infall. Nevertheless, despite their global contraction, their virial
parameters are not diﬀerent from the bulk of the distribution.
This again emphasizes that a virial mass larger than the gas mass
does not necessarily lead to dissolving clumps.
From Fig. 9 it appears that clumps without a PACS point
source have a higher α parameter than clumps with a PACS
point source. Furthermore, more massive clumps tend to have
lower α parameters. Here it is worth noting that clumps with
PACS point sources are on average more massive than clumps
without embedded sources. In the context of both, flows along
the filaments as discussed here and global infall as discussed
in Tackenberg et al. (2013), the mass of clumps increases over
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time. The diﬀerence between the populations with and without
a PACS point source can accordingly be explained to first order
by two simple scenarios. (1) The dense material that we observe
today accumulated and fragmented on a very short time-scale.
Suggested by the competitive-accretion scenario, some clump
fragments accrete mass faster than others. Therefore, they be-
came dense enough to start forming embedded sources earlier.
(2) In an alternative scenario, not all clumps formed at the same
time. Assuming a similar mass-accretion rate for all clumps,
the oldest clumps are the densest ones today, and have already
started to form stars.
5. Conclusions
Complementary to the existing Herschel/EPoS data, we mapped
17 massive star-forming regions in N2H+. Using CLUMPFIND
on submm data, mainly from the ATLASGAL survey at 870 μm,
we extracted the clump population that our observations cover.
Assuming a constant dust temperature of 20 K and the distances
given in Ragan et al. (2012a), we calculated both peak column
densities and clump masses. With only a few exceptions, the
N2H+ and total gas column density distribution agrees very well
spatially, but the N2H+ abundance varies in IRDCs by two orders
of magnitude.
While five complexes show no velocity structure, six regions
have smooth velocity gradients. For three regions the velocity
structure is consistent with accretion flows along a filament. For
DR 21 Schneider et al. (2010) found a velocity pattern very sim-
ilar to what we found for IRDC 18223 and suggested that the
velocity gradients perpendicular to the filament are remnants of
colliding flow motions from which the filaments formed. For
G28.34 and IRDC 18454, the velocity structure is very complex
and a detailed modeling is beyond the scope of this work.
The linewidth distribution among the sources is very di-
verse; in particular, IRDC 18454 stands out. Even after resolving
double-peaked line profiles and treating them carefully, its aver-
age linewidth is twice the value we found for all other regions.
This might be explained by the location of IRDC 18454, which is
associated with W43, a mini-starburst at the junction of a spiral
arm and the Galactic bar. Sources for which the outflow direction
is known show a line-broadening along the outflow. In addition,
all clumps that have measured SiO show an increased linewidth,
while the other clumps show hardly any variations. Therefore,
the linewidth on the scale of clumps probably is dominated by
outflows and unresolved velocity gradients.
In conclusion, this study supports a very dynamic star-
formation scenario. Clumps and cores accrete mass from the
dense filaments. It is unclear whether the cores and filaments
form from primordial flows or if the clump gravitational poten-
tials are the origin of the flows.
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Table 3. 870 μm ATLASGAL clump properties.
IRDC ident RA Dec NH2 Mdust Reﬀ N2H+
abun-
dance
vN2H+ ΔvN2H+ aver.
ΔvN2H+
Mvir,k = 128 Mvir,k= 190
[◦] [◦] [1022 cm−2] [M] [′′] [1012] [km s−1] [km s−1] [km s−1] [M] [M]
18102 18 13 11.2 −118 00 06 11.2 1019. 57.1 3.0 21.7 3.2 2.7 680 1026
18151−111 18 17 58.2 −112 07 26 32.2 677. 34.5 1.1 33.0 1.9 2.0 232 350
18151−121 18 17 50.3 −112 07 54 20.4 524. 32.5 1.3 29.7 3.1 3.1 495 747
18151−131 18 17 51.9 −112 06 54 6.6 184. 23.7 −1−1−1 −1−1−1 −1−1−1 0.7 19 29
18151−14 18 17 55.7 −112 06 54 2.6 21. 9.0 −1−1−1 −1−1−1 −1−1−1 3.0 128 193
18182−111 18 21 09.2 −114 31 47 17.2 1032. 36.3 1.4 59.7 2.7 2.6 515 777
18182−127 18 21 14.8 −114 33 04 2.9 382. 33.7 5.5 41.0 1.6 1.9 256 387
18182−147 18 21 13.8 −114 34 11 1.6 100. 20.3 3.3 41.2 1.9 2.3 217 327
18223−111 18 25 10.6 −112 42 24 8.1 975. 43.1 4.7 44.2 1.9 2.0 358 53
18223−131 18 25 08.3 −112 45 23 4.9 449. 32.6 9.2 44.6 2.9 2.9 599 90
18223−121 18 25 09.5 −112 44 11 3.3 374. 31.6 10.1 44.6 2.5 2.3 361 54
18306−11 18 33 23.6 −108 33 36 9.0 640. 32.3 4.8 78.0 2.7 2.7 536 809
18306−12 18 33 31.6 −108 32 36 2.0 107. 18.8 −1−1−1 −1−1−1 −1−1−1 1.6 104 158
18308−111 18 33 32.6 −108 39 16 8.2 1483. 40.3 3.9 76.6 3.0 3.4 1271 1916
18308−131 18 33 29.8 −108 38 27 2.7 592. 33.7 6.5 74.7 2.7 3.0 796 1201
18308−141 18 33 27.0 −108 38 53 1.6 81. 14.0 −1−1−1 −1−1−1 −1−1−1 0.9 33 50
18308−15 18 33 34.6 −108 35 55 1.4 61. 12.7 10.6 77.8 1.8 1.6 83 125
18308−16 18 33 36.2 −108 36 41 1.4 57. 12.2 −1−1−1 −1−1−1 −1−1−1 1.2 48 72
18310−111 18 33 47.7 −108 23 51 6.5 1100. 33.2 9.0 83.2 1.9 2.4 566 854
18310−121 18 33 43.7 −108 21 25 6.3 1236. 33.5 6.0 84.3 3.7 3.5 1209 1824
18310−141 18 33 39.2 −108 21 11 2.6 346. 23.2 9.4 86.1 2.4 2.3 384 579
18310−131 18 33 43.8 −108 22 13 1.5 221. 21.1 −1−1−1 −1−1−1 −1−1−1 3.1 612 924
18337−14 18 36 37.0 −107 38 53 2.1 214. 26.0 −1−1−1 −1−1−1 −1−1−1 2.9 497 749
18337−131 18 36 18.2 −107 41 06 1.9 177. 24.9 5.4 56.0 2.6 2.6 371 560
18337−15 18 36 18.7 −107 41 43 1.7 137. 22.4 −1−1−1 −1−1−1 −1−1−1 2.8 394 594
18337−121 18 36 26.5 −107 41 15 1.5 44. 12.7 2.9 57.4 1.1 1.1 36 55
18454-
mm14
18 47 46.7 −101 54 26 80.8 16117. 50.6 2.6 95.6 5.4 6.3 6552 9880
18454-10 18 47 49.4 −101 53 59 8.4 3032. 40.1 12.5 96.6 7.3 6.0 4787 7219
18454-11 18 47 38.9 −101 56 55 8.0 2641. 38.2 − − − − − −
18454-32 18 47 55.4 −101 53 31 6.4 2089. 41.2 8.9 95.3 6.0 6.8 6161 9290
18454-12 18 47 42.2 −101 56 12 5.3 1358. 35.3 − − − 3.9 1729 2608
18454-13 18 47 40.4 −101 55 59 5.3 1704. 29.9 − − − 3.5 1204 1816
18454-14 18 47 48.2 −101 57 53 4.0 1095. 36.8 6.3 92.8 2.7 3.1 1165 1757
18454-15 18 47 49.1 −101 57 39 3.6 782. 27.7 7.5 93.9 3.2 3.3 994 1499
18454-12 18 48 02.0 −101 54 01 3.4 608. 25.6 6.9 99.3 2.6 2.7 613 925
18454-42 18 48 01.1 −101 52 27 3.3 443. 22.4 6.3 100.3 1.8 1.6 179 270
18454-22 18 47 59.8 −101 54 12 3.3 666. 27.5 − − − 3.2 913 1377
18454-16 18 47 51.3 −101 53 06 2.5 354. 20.6 − − − 8.3 4660 7028
18454-5b2 18 47 57.7 −101 56 18 2.4 261. 18.2 7.5 93.8 2.6 2.7 428 646
18454-72 18 47 52.3 −101 55 02 2.4 190. 15.9 10.4 94.2 2.6 2.7 373 563
18454-17 18 47 52.5 −101 53 09 2.1 240. 18.5 − − − 9.3 5237 7897
18454-62 18 48 02.1 −101 55 43 1.9 115. 13.1 − − − − − −
18454-19 18 47 51.6 −101 58 25 1.8 171. 16.6 − − − 2.7 399 603
18454-92 18 47 57.3 −101 57 35 1.6 199. 18.2 − − − 2.6 395 596
18454-21 18 47 48.5 −101 55 20 1.6 212. 18.8 − − − 4.1 1048 1581
1930-1 18 25 58.4 −112 04 01 4.0 164. 30.1 10.8 26.6 2.7 2.6 299 451
1930-2 18 25 52.3 −112 04 56 2.9 93. 23.9 7.9 27.0 2.2 2.2 174 263
1930-3 18 25 53.8 −112 04 40 2.0 94. 26.2 8.9 26.7 2.1 2.1 171 257
G11.11-13 18 10 28.1 −119 22 35 5.5 455. 30.1 5.3 29.5 1.9 1.9 234 352
G11.11-63 18 10 07.0 −119 29 06 4.3 411. 31.4 4.7 29.8 1.7 1.9 237 358
G11.11-73 18 10 06.5 −119 27 40 3.9 458. 31.0 2.9 29.4 2.3 2.4 363 547
G11.11-23 18 10 33.3 −119 22 00 3.2 325. 29.3 8.0 30.5 1.9 2.0 249 376
G11.11-9 18 10 32.9 −119 22 11 3.0 83. 14.0 8.0 30.5 1.9 1.9 104 157
G11.11-10 18 10 05.2 −119 26 34 2.8 109. 18.2 − − − 2.2 178 268
G11.11-11 18 10 05.7 −119 26 46 2.7 130. 19.1 − − − 2.2 198 299
G11.11-12 18 10 18.0 −119 24 36 2.6 199. 25.1 7.8 29.9 1.7 1.7 158 238
Notes. The columns are as follows: clump identifier, as displayed in the figues; names are adopted from 1 Beuther et al. (2002b); 7 Beuther et al.
(2007); 2 Beuther et al. (2012); 3 Johnstone et al. (2003); 4 Motte et al. (2003); 5 Vasyunina et al. (2009); and 6 Wang et al. (2008).
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Table 3. continued.
IRDC ident RA Dec NH2 Mdust Reﬀ N2H+ vN2H+ ΔvN2H+ aver.
ΔvN2H+
Mvir,k = 128 Mvir,k= 190
[◦] [◦] [1022 cm−2] [M] [′′] [1012] [km s−1] [km s−1] [km s−1] [M] [M]
G11.11-13 18 10 32.3 −119 22 27 2.5 237. 26.9 7.9 30.4 1.8 1.9 194 292
G11.11-14 18 10 05.4 −119 27 18 2.5 134. 19.1 − − − 2.3 205 309
G11.11-15 18 10 25.7 −119 22 58 2.5 166. 22.2 10.7 29.2 1.0 1.3 74 112
G11.11-16 18 10 04.8 −119 27 33 2.5 109. 18.5 − − − 2.0 158 238
G11.11-17 18 10 13.9 −119 24 17 2.1 106. 19.7 3.9 30.3 1.4 1.2 59 89
G11.11-18 18 10 21.4 −119 23 47 1.8 70. 16.3 8.5 29.3 1.6 1.6 86 130
G11.11-19 18 10 34.2 −119 20 59 1.7 73. 16.9 17.4 31.1 1.7 1.5 82 124
G11.11-20 18 10 22.0 −119 23 31 1.7 100. 20.3 8.2 29.2 1.6 1.6 110 166
G11.11-21 18 10 05.8 −119 26 05 1.6 75. 17.9 7.7 28.6 1.9 1.7 112 170
G11.11-22 18 10 21.0 −119 24 10 1.6 72. 17.3 10.7 29.4 1.6 1.7 102 154
G11.11-23 18 10 15.5 −119 24 37 1.5 37. 12.2 7.4 30.2 1.5 0.9 19 30
G13-45 18 17 34.9 −117 06 43 4.0 370. 42.4 4.7 21.7 2.0 1.5 155 235
G13-35 18 17 21.5 −117 09 18 2.0 70. 21.4 6.6 23.3 1.4 1.8 112 169
G13-1 18 17 19.2 −117 09 41 1.6 54. 19.7 − − − 3.5 379 571
G13-2 18 17 34.0 −117 05 27 1.5 20. 12.2 − − − 1.6 52 78
G1505 18 17 39.0 −115 48 53 1.4 36. 14.8 11.1 29.9 1.3 1.3 47 71
G2823-26 18 42 51.9 −103 59 52 15.9 3136. 51.1 3.1 78.1 3.4 3.3 1509 2276
G2823-3 18 42 37.3 −104 02 09 5.7 890. 35.2 3.6 80.8 2.5 2.5 626 944
G2823-16 18 42 50.4 −104 03 15 4.6 919. 37.4 7.7 79.2 3.4 3.5 1234 1861
G2823-4 18 42 48.9 −104 02 24 3.5 502. 28.9 8.1 80.0 2.7 3.0 722 1089
G2823-5 18 42 53.6 −104 02 33 3.0 771. 36.3 8.8 79.2 2.6 2.9 860 1298
G2823-6 18 42 46.5 −104 04 14 2.8 658. 34.2 5.4 79.3 3.0 3.1 883 1331
G2823-7 18 42 53.3 −104 00 57 1.9 118. 16.3 13.5 79.3 2.2 2.3 247 372
G2823-8 18 42 42.7 −104 01 43 1.8 176. 20.0 5.1 80.8 2.6 2.6 362 546
G2823-9 18 42 39.7 −104 00 33 1.8 85. 14.0 13.5 81.4 2.2 2.2 180 272
G2823-10 18 42 54.7 −104 01 08 1.7 145. 18.2 11.6 79.3 2.1 2.2 240 362
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Appendix A
A.1. Description of the linewidth distribution
IRDC 18223: we found a clear increase of the linewidth toward
the center of IRDC 18223-2, but IRDC 18223-2 and -3 show an
increase toward the edge.
IRDC 18310: in IRDC 18310-1 the linewidth increases not
toward the submm peak, but toward the detected PACS point
sources within. IRDC 18310-4 is a 70μm dark region and the
linewidth increases toward its edge. In between IRDC 18310-2,
-3, and -4 the measured increase in linewidth is due to two
independent, overlapping components.
G11.11: while for the two main peaks of G11.11, G11.11-1,
and G11.11-2, the linewidth increases prototypically toward its
edges, the other clumps of the northern part shown in Fig. 2
show no such clear variation of the linewidth. The systematic
oﬀset in the mapping of the southern part of G11.11 does not
allow a systematic study of the line parameters. Nevertheless,
it is worth noting that the linewidth of the southern part is
significantly broader than it is for the northern mapped part.
G15.05: no clumps detected at given column density threshold.
IRDC 18102: we found an increase in linewidth toward the
submm peak with its connected PACS point source. An ad-
ditional broadening of the linewidth from east to south is
prominent as well.
IRDC 18151: in IRDC 18151, IRDC 18151-2 has the widest
linewidth with 3.1 km s−1. However, it is known to have an
outflow (Beuther & Sridharan 2007), which migh explain the
broad linewidth. Both brighter at PACS 70 μm (the associated
PACS point source is with 4026 L ∼ 10 times more luminous
than the one connected to IRDC 18151-2) and with a collimated
outflow (Fallscheer et al. 2011) as well, IRDC 18151-1 has
a linewidth of only 1.9 km s−1. Along the dust continuum
emission away from the center the linewidth increases again.
However, the reported outflow is perpendicular to the dust con-
tinuum emission and therefore cannot explain the broadening
of the linewidth. Despite its still luminous PACS point source
of 184 L, IRDC 18151-3 has the narrowest linewidth in this
region with 0.7 km s−1. That is consistent with the fact that
López-Sepulcre et al. (2011) found no outflows toward that
source.
IRDC 18182: the well-studied HMPO in the north with four
outflows connected to it (Beuther et al. 2006) has a broad-
ening linewidth toward its center. The region of interest, the
IRDC in the southeast has its narrowest linewidth at the peak
of IRDC 18182-2. Although there is a PACS continuum source
at its peak, Beuther & Sridharan (2007) detected no SiO toward
that peak. The southern part of the IRDC, IRDC 18182-4 has a
slightly broader linewidth.
IRDC 18308: while the IR dark filament, connected to
IRDC 18308-5 and IRDC 18308-6, has a similar linewidth all
along between 1 km s−1 and 2 km s−1, the southern complex of
IRDC 18308 has linewidths broader than 2.5 km s−1. However,
the peak of the linewidth is oﬀset from the submm peaks, but is
north of IRDC 18308-1. It is interesting to note that the N2H+
column density is not aligned with the submm continuum peak
IRDC 18308-1, and that the N2H+ linewidth peak is oﬀset from
the N2H+ column density peak. While the oﬀset between the
continuum and the N2H+ emission peak of ∼15′′ might be ex-
plained by the pointing uncertainties, the oﬀset between the col-
umn density peak and the linewidth peak of ∼42′′ are not. Since
the linewidth and N2H+ column density are measured from the
same data, positional uncertainties are not an explanation for
their diﬀerence of 30′′. As described in 3.3, we checked for the
peak of the linewidth map whether its spectrum is fit better by
two independent N2H+ velocity components, but only founnd
a single component. Because of the high-velocity resolution of
0.1 km s−1 for that check we can exclude an additional compo-
nent as the cause of this broadening.
G19.30: the linewidth distribution in G19.30 peaks toward the
two more massive submm peaks G19.30-1 and -2 with an addi-
tional increase in linewidth north of G19.30-1. In between P1
and P2, the linewidth is narrowest within G19.30-3, but still
broad with ∼ 2 km s−1.
G28.34: the linewidth in G28.34 is in general very broad with
Δv > 2 km s−1 with only few exceptions. It peaks toward the two
main peaks G28.34-1 and -2 with linewidths of up to 3.5 km s−1.
The narrowest linewidth is found to be in between the two
main peaks at G28.34-10 at a linewidth of 2.1 km s−1. Using
the maps smoothed to a velocity resolution of 0.4 km s−1, we
found even narrower linewidths along the IR-dark filament be-
yond G28.34-9.
G48.66: the linewidths in G48 are narrower than those of other
regions mapped within this sample. For the part where N2H+ is
detected, the region with the highest absorption and the embed-
ded but detected PACS sources, the velocity dispersion is broad-
est and decreases along the filament to lower column densities.
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A.2. Parameter maps of omitted regions
A.2.1. Nobeyama 45 m data
Fig. A.1. Parameter map of the omitted region G13.90 mapped with the Nobeyama 45 m telescope. The left panel shows the PACS 70 μm maps
with the PACS point sources detected by Ragan et al. (2012a) indicated by red circles, the blue numbers refer to the submm continuum peaks as
given in Table 3. The second panel displays the N2H+ column density derived from fitting the full N2H+ hyperfine structure. The third and fourth
panels show the corresponding velocity and linewidth (FWHM) of each fit. The contours from ATLASGAL 870 μm are plotted with the lowest
level representing 0.31 Jy, and continue in steps of 0.3 Jy.
A.2.2. MOPRA data
Fig. A.2. Parameter maps of the region IRDC 18306, mapped with the MOPRA telescope. The left panel shows the PACS 70 μm maps with the
PACS point sources detected by Ragan et al. (2012a) indicated by red circles, the blue numbers refer to the submm continuum peaks as given
in Table 3. The second panel displays the N2H+ column density derived from fitting the full N2H+ hyperfine structure. The third and fourth
panels show the corresponding velocity and linewidth (FWHM) of each fit. The green contours are from ATLASGAL 870 μm at 0.31 Jy, 0.46 Jy,
and 0.61 Jy, continuing in steps of 0.3 Jy. The velocity resolution is smoothed to 0.4 km s−1 to improve the signal-to-noise ratio and increase the
number of detected N2H+ positions.
Fig. A.3. Same as Fig. A.2, but for the region IRDC 18337.
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